
Paragraph Characteristics 

A well-written paragraph has four characteristics: unity, completeness, cohesion, and continuity 

Unity means discussing only one idea in the paragraph, the idea presented in the topic sentence. If a 

sentence in the paragraph does not relate to the topic sentence, it is irrelevant and should be 

deleted 

Activity: The following paragraph lacks unity because some of the sentences do not relate to the 

topic sentence. Cross those sentences out.   

 

       Robert Goddard is considered to be the father of modern rocketry. Goddard, a physics professor 

at Clark University in Worcester Massachusetts, predicted in 1920 that a rocket would be able to 

reach the moon some day. He speculated that with a big enough rocket and fuel that was powerful 

enough, space travel was a possibility. Weightlessness could also be experienced on a trip to the 

moon. His first determined that rockets could fly in the vacuum of outer space, from his experiments 

with airtight chambers. After calculating the energy-to-weight ratios of various fuels he learned the 

fuel needed for a rocket would not come from black powder, like that used in firecrackers and TNT. 

Ever since Goddard was a child he had a fascination with pyrotechnics. He discovered that what was 

needed was a liquid fuel that could supply greater propulsion. His experiments in chemistry lead to a 

fuel like kerosene or liquid hydrogen, combined with liquid oxygen, which was needed in airless 

space for combustion. One newspaper ridiculed him at the time stating that his musings were 

farfetched and unscientific. As any child knows, Goddards prediction became a reality when man first 

stepped on the moon in July 1969.    

 

Completeness is similar to unity, except that instead of including sentences that are irrelevant, 

completeness is ensuring that all the necessary supporting sentences are  included to fully explain 

and support the topic.   

  

For example, if a topic sentence states that three things are needed obtain a visa and only two are 

mentioned in the supporting sentences, the paragraph is incomplete. All three items must be 

mentioned for the paragraph to have completeness. 

Cohesion is the smooth, continuous flow of thoughts of the sentences and ideas presented according 

to some logical principle. Cohesion allows the reader to follow the flow of ideas within the text 

without effort, confusion, or frustration because all the sentences are connected              together 

and sequenced in a rational order in their support of the topic sentence. For example, if a paragraph 

is about how to change a flat tire, a sentence about  removing the tire from the axle should not come 

before a sentence about jacking up the car. When actually  completing this task, the car must always 

be jacked up first before removing the flat tire from the axle. If the  supporting sentences in the 

paragraph are arranged without rational order the  paragraph lacks cohesiveness.   



Continuity is the combined inclusion of the three characteristics mentioned above: unity, 

completeness, and cohesion. Having all three characteristics in the paragraph  ensures that the 

connection between ideas presented is smooth and even. 

More on cohesiveness 

 There are five devices that can be used to connect sentences together to ensure cohesion 

Personal Pronouns are words that refer back to and substitute for nouns (called antecedents) 

previously mentioned. Before a pronoun can be used in a text, an  antecedent must precede it, so 

the pronoun has something to refer back to. Look  at the following example.    

    The rich yuppie admired t he sports car in the show window.   He decided to buy it.   

  

The personal pronouns in the second sentence, he and it, refer back to the nouns  yuppie and car in 

the previous sentence.   

Without the use of pronouns, a sentence may become awkward to read and in some cases may not 

seem to relate to each other. Look at the following sentences.   

            The rich yuppie admired the sports car in the show window. The rich   yuppie had always 

wanted to buy a sports car. In the rich yuppies mind,   owning a sports car represented success and 

achievement. Being quite  wealthy, the rich yuppie could easily afford such an expensive sports 

car.  The rich yuppie decided to buy the sports car.  

Demonstrative pronouns (this, that, these, those) are also tools that can be used to connect 

sentences together. As with personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns require an antecedent (a 

previously mentioned noun) before their use. Look at this example.   

    Please note the Yankees baseball cap in the display case. This cap was worn by Babe Ruth in the 

World Series. 

The definite article (instead of a demonstrative pronoun) may also be used to join these sentences. 

Just like pronouns, before using the definite article, it must be  preceded by a noun, which it can 

refer back to. The previously mention noun  (antecedent) is usually in the previous sentence. Look 

at the example below.   

     I bought an album yesterday.       The album was by the Beatles. 

Synonyms: are used to enable the writer to add variety to his writing by preventing the repetition 

of nouns or phrases, which may make the passage boring and uninteresting to read. As with the 

other listed cohesive devices, synonyms require an antecedent before their use. Note the 

synonyms for car in the passage below and how it adds variety and spice to the paragraph.    

  “Bob purchased his first car at the age of 17. The vehicle was an    old clunker and only cost $200 

and was in a constant state of repair.    In spite of its problems, the automobile allowed Bob a 

degree of    freedom he had never experienced before. “    

 



Linking or transition words:  

They are words that link ideas or sentences together and show the relationship between them. They 

guide the reader through the passage by letting him or her know which direction the text is going. 

Coordinating conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions, or prepositions are frequently used linking 

words.   

A. Transitions which indicate additions, repetitions, or intensification:   also  - in addition - besides     

too   another   further   furthermore    in other words    moreover  indeed     in fact     finally     first    

second   after all     once again   to repeat  and so on  again       to sum up   to conclude  usually   

habitually    any more   including    nevertheless to put it another way   as a matter of                    fact  

  

B. Transitions which indicate comparisons, contrasts, or contradictions:  similarly – likewise-  by 

comparison - in the like manner  -         as well as -as    as- if    - however - though  - regardless -  on 

the other hand- in spite of- despite -  but  -   yet- whereas - even though -even when-   rather than- 

instead - instead of  -on the contrary-  nevertheless -in fact -  nonetheless- then again  - to put it 

another way   -  either or neither nor  

  

C. Transitions which indicate a time or space relationship:            before  now   next   after that            

in time  later   following  after so much time            finally  earlier   at first (last) then            just then  

until   soon   the next day (night)            while  meanwhile  beside   between             beyond  across   

over   at             from   to    into    outside            inside  eventually  since   ever since    even   when  

  

D. Transitions which limit or prepare for an example:         if   unless   when   provided that     in case  

in particular  that    that is              namely  for example  for instance  to illustrate              such as  

  

E. Transitions which indicate a cause or result:              because for    therefore   thus        so    as a 

result  consequently  that (this) reason  

  

F. Transitions which indicate obvious truths or grant opposition:          no doubt  doubtless  

undoubtedly  without a doubt              of course  naturally  surely    certainly              in fact   granted   

granted that  conceding that 

Activity: The cohesiveness of the paragraph below could be improved with the addition of transition 

words. Insert appropriate transition words from the list below in the blanks.    

       undoubtedly          whereas   although   furthermore      following   nonetheless        as a result    in 

addition  

  



     “ Tutankhamen, _______________ not as notable a pharaoh as Seti I or Rameses II, 

_______________  gained wide-spread fame because of his tomb. Howard Carter discovered 

Tutankhamens tomb in 1922 in the Valley of the Kings. Surprisingly, the tomb was largely intact; 

_____________ most Egyptian tombs had been pillaged and plundered over the last 3000 years by 

grave robbers. The treasures revealed in the tomb include his mummy and solid gold sarcophagus. 

_______________ a priceless gold mask, wall paintings, furniture, chariots, statues, jewelry items, 

weapons, games, clothing, cosmetic equipment, and other artifacts were discovered. 

_______________, these items have given archeologists a unique portrait of the life of ancient 

Egyptian royalty. _______________,  to add to the tombs myth, _______________ the opening of 

the tomb a number of unexplained and mysterious deaths sparked rumors of the mummys curse. 

_______________, it was widely believed that anyone disturbing the peaceful remains of the tomb 

was doomed to a terrible death. Much more can be learned about the legend and treasures of 

Tutankhamen by visiting the Egyptian Museum in Cairo.” 

Activity : Re-arrange the sentences below in a correct sequential order to form a logical  paragraph. 

As written, the sentences lack a degree of cohesion for a well written paragraph. Rewrite the 

paragraph below, using the cohesive devices discussed above to make a well written paragraph.   

  

 _____ The Hope Diamonds unparalleled beauty and    uniqueness is attributed to the diamonds     

unquestioned perfection, large size, and     brilliant blue color. 

  _____  The Hope diamond, one of the worlds great     treasures, has been enshrouded in tragedy     

and mystery for centuries.   

_____  Her first son died in an car accident at age nine.  

 _____ Death has followed its history. 

  _____ It is alleged that Tavernier stole the Hope Diamond from the stature of a    Hindu goddess and 

was mauled by a pack of wild dogs after selling the    stone in Russia.  

 _____ Whether the legend of the Hope Diamond is believed or not, thousands    still marvel its 

beauty and allure daily at the museums display.  

 _____ The next owner, a New York jeweler named Harry Winston, donated the    gem to the 

Smithsonian Institute in 1958.   

_____ In 1939, the diamond was purchased by Henry Philip Hope (from which     the gem gets its 

current name).  

 _____ According to legend, Hope went bankrupt because of the curse. 

  _____ She considered the gem a good luck charm:however, tragedy struck her    life after the 

purchase.   

 _____ The curse began with a traveler to India named Tavernier.  

 _____ Her daughter committed suicide at the age of 25. 



  _____ Her husband was committed to a mental institution fro insanity and     remained there until 

his death. 

 _____ Many believe that the donation was made in order to rid himself of the     diamonds curse.  

_____ Some attribute the beheading of Marie Antoinette and Louis XVI, later     owners of the 

famous diamond, to the curse of the Hope Diamond.   

_____ An American woman, Evelyn Walsh McLean, bought the diamond in     1910. 


